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Abstract 

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, an extensive toolbox was deployed through Basel III 

accords to address the eventuality of a bank failure, including the Single Resolution 

Mechanism, which was put to the test through Banco Popular’s resolution in June 2017. Holders 

of equity, AT1, AT2 were wiped out far below breaching trigger levels while contagion to the 

rest of the market was minimal, highlighting the idiosyncratic nature of the event. This research 

aims to understand the broader significance of this specific resolution event on the subordinate 

debt market and regulatory bodies, an angle that has been relatively unexplored in the literature. 

In order to collect information regarding investment rationales and market viewpoints, which 

is generally the property of insiders, interviews with seasoned professionals from the 

subordinate debt investment industry were conducted. As a result, the study shows that the 

Banco Popular resolution showcased the effectiveness of the SRM, despite a sales process 

which was led to fit the requirements of the only available buyer. The broader lessons of the 

event regarding CoCo structuring, capital structure valuation, and trigger levels are at odds with 

the recent shift in stance from the ECB following the Covid-19 crisis’ consequences. 
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Resumo 

Na esteira da crise financeira de 2008, uma extensa caixa de ferramentas foi implantada através 

dos acordos de Basileia III para enfrentar a eventualidade de uma falha bancária, incluindo o 

Mecanismo Único de Resolução, que foi posto à prova através da resolução do Banco Popular 

em junho de 2017. Os detentores de ações, AT1, AT2 foram dizimados muito abaixo dos níveis 

de gatilho de violação enquanto o contágio ao resto do mercado foi mínimo, destacando a 

natureza idiossincrática do evento. Esta pesquisa visa compreender o significado mais amplo 

deste evento de resolução específica sobre o mercado de dívida subordinado e os órgãos 

reguladores, um ângulo que tem sido relativamente inexplorado na literatura. A fim de coletar 

informações sobre a lógica do investimento e os pontos de vista do mercado, que geralmente é 

propriedade de pessoas de dentro, foram realizadas entrevistas com profissionais experientes 

da indústria de investimentos em dívida subordinada. Como resultado, o estudo mostra que a 

resolução do Banco Popular mostrou a eficácia do SRM, apesar de um processo de vendas que 

foi levado a se adequar às exigências do único comprador disponível. As lições mais amplas do 

evento em relação à estruturação de CoCo, avaliação da estrutura de capital e níveis de 

acionamento estão em desacordo com a recente mudança de postura do BCE após as 

consequências da crise da Covid-19. 
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I. Introduction 

 
The bank bailouts that followed from the 2008 global financial crisis have raised 

concerns from regulators about their fiscal impacts and moral hazard incentives. Bank 

regulators across all jurisdictions adhering to Basel III have attempted to address these issues 

by designing bail-in mechanisms, in which debtholders take losses and are accountable for their 

investments. The extensive toolbox includes Basel III measures, the implementation of 

contingent capital bonds (CoCos), the creation of the Single Resolution Board (SRB) in Europe, 

and has greatly helped regulators toughen their stance and punishing under-capitalized banks. 

CoCos, through their inherent design characteristics notably including triggers and loss 

absorption mechanisms, aim to provide a safety cushion to both banks and regulators should 

concerns arise. The Banco Popular resolution was the first instance of perfect application of the 

new resolution directives, or in other words, a “textbook” resolution case.  

 

The 5th largest Spanish bank at the time suffered from a toxic real estate loan portfolio, 

legacy of the financial crisis, as well as worrying non-performing loan (NPL) metrics. After a 

palliating series of capital increases, the struggle culminated in a bank run directly fueled by 

rating downgrades, negative press coverage and management announcements which offered no 

ground for complacency, as clarified by the interviews led by the researcher. Despite a discrete 

search for an acquirer and alternative solutions, Banco Popular was placed into resolution by 

the European Central Bank (ECB) on the 6th of June 2017, triggering an accelerated sale process 

to Santander by the SRB the following day.  

 

All equity, AT1 (Additional Tier 1) and AT2 (Additional Tier 2) capital were wiped out 

overnight, which surprisingly enough, did not trigger contagion either to the rest of the 

subordinated debt market or the banking sector. Banco Popular never breached minimum 
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capital levels as built-in triggers (including cancellable coupons) for the CoCos which should 

have provided prudential recapitalization were never activated. Recent successful stress tests 

and absence of prior warning on the bonds through unactivated cancellable coupons left the 

Banco Popular investors baffled. The resolution decision was heavily challenged by 

bondholders, mainly regarding the conduct of the resolution in comparison to other cases (such 

as the Veneto Banks and Monte dei Paschi) as well as the round valuation figure obtained by 

Deloitte, allowing for total wipeout of the subordinate creditors while preserving senior debt. 

When studying the design features of issued CoCos today, low conversion triggers and MDA 

stand out as a focal point when it comes to studying the Banco Popular resolution and possible 

improvements in regulatory standards. 

 

The resolution process of Banco Popular can overall be considered a success from a 

regulatory perspective, having effectively shielded the taxpayer, which is an angle that has been 

analysed by a few studies, while other papers have demonstrated the little impact this event has 

had on the rest of the CoCo market. However, the broader impact of the resolution on 

subordinate debt investors remains unclear, and three main exploratory questions have been 

defined. Was the liquidity risk of Banco Popular priced in, or should we consider the resolution 

a one-time event which “educated” investors about CoCo risk? Was the structuring of CoCos 

coherent given that safeguards such as cancellable coupons never activated? Did the 

bondholders ever have a claim? Does it still make sense for CoCos to have such a restricted 

investor base, while bank equity can be bought by virtually anybody and bears higher inherent 

risk in such events? 

 

 Research on the impact of resolution events on subordinate debt investors in Europe has 

been conducted through the analysis of the specific case event of Banco Popular and more 
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specifically through a series of interviews. Participants were mainly selected from the asset 

management industry, and provided first-hand knowledge regarding the resolution event, its 

broader impact, as well as some thought-provoking issues in relation to the current state of the 

subordinate debt market. The main conclusions deriving from the aggregation of the data 

collected in the interviews are dual: the research exhibits the causes and drivers behind the 

specificity of the Banco Popular resolution, as well as its short-lasted effects on the global 

market.  

 

The study will show that the resolution was no more than an old-fashioned bank run 

affecting a structurally weakened bank, which was faced head-on by the ECB and SRB. 

Regulatory authorities successfully mitigated several negative consequences and proved the 

functional capability of the Basel III crisis toolbox, albeit leading a controversial resolution 

process which seems to have been managed valuation-wise in a way to fit the only suitable 

acquirer, Santander. We pose that the errors of investors being exposed to Banco Popular 

mainly stem from specific investment strategies or inaccurate risk analysis, potentially related 

to the pitfalls of liquidity capacity and LCR assessment. Despite triggering a repricing between 

certain elements of the capital structure (AT1 and AT2), the resolution did not amplify the 

debate on required trigger levels. Today, these capital requirements appear in acute need of an 

adjustment to match the higher levels of capital in European banks, if CoCo conversion options 

are to remain relevant. Finally, we argue that the ECB’s response to the Covid-19 crisis, shifting 

stance and providing significant leeway for banks regarding capital requirements, is a 

significant contradiction to the Banco Popular resolution and the evolution of banking 

regulation over the last decade. 
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The practical contribution of this study is an analysis of the consequences of Banco 

Popular’s resolution on the investors themselves, an angle not provided by other similar works, 

which focus on the event’s meaning as a regulatory development or on its significance for the 

market price-wise. Investors or regulators may gather insights into the impact of the event for 

the investors and how it shaped their investment behaviour in the subsequent years, as well as 

a first-hand unfiltered testimonial of the impact of banking regulation on their activity up to 

today. This paper directly complements works such as Sabaté & Fonts (2018) as well as De 

Charrette (2018), which have studied the Banco Popular resolution from slightly different 

viewpoints. 

 

In Part II, a theoretical background and literature review is presented, providing 

technical context regarding the principle of CoCos, their structuring, their effect on bank risk 

as well as considerations regarding their restricted nature and their treatment by regulatory 

bodies. In Part III, the Banco Popular resolution is broken down from publicly available 

information, in order to sketch out the background of the bank, its crisis and aftermath, as well 

as the subsequent bondholders claims. Context is specified for other resolution cases in Europe 

that are brought up in the interviews. In Part IV, the research methodology employed by the 

researcher is presented, highlighting how the interviews were conducted and how the collected 

data was used in order to address the research questions. In Part V, the main findings and results 

are put forward, organised through 7 key points that appeared critically relevant throughout the 

series of interviews. In Part VI, a conclusion of the study is offered. 
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II. Theoretical background and literature review 

A. Principle of CoCos 

Contingent convertible bonds have become a staple of high-quality banks’ balance sheet 

risk reduction strategies over the years following the financial crisis in 2008 and the Basel III 

agreement in 2010. This new regulatory framework, allowing for inclusion of contingent 

convertible bonds in Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 Capital, has led to widespread development of 

the instruments, whose main defining characteristic is the conversion to equity or write-off on 

the basis of a pre-defined trigger event. Aiming to complement supervisory discretion with 

automated instruments not only allows for increasingly rapid precautionary adjustments but 

also prevents bail outs, shielding the taxpayer and reducing banks’ moral hazard as defined by 

Thereby, Duchin and Sosyura (2014).  

The Capital Requirements Directives IV classifies the different types of capital 

according to loss absorption capacity, in two main capital silos, Tier 1 and Tier 2 (defined in 

the figure below). CET1 capital (equity book value) is the primary and strongest loss-absorbing 

instrument, AT1 follows, and AT2 can be considered subordinate debt but will absorb losses in 

case of bank failure before depositors and senior creditors do. Specified quantities of these 

different segments of regulatory capital must be held in percentage of risk-weighted assets to 

comply with EU regulations. Voluntary implementation was supposed to take place in 2015, 

however the date currently stands at 1st of January 2022 after having been delayed multiple 

times. 
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Figure 1: Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital classification 

 

Tier 1 
(going concern) 

 

Common 
Equity Tier 1 
(CET1) 

  

Sum of common shares (equivalent for 
non-joint stock companies’) and stock 
surplus, retained earnings and other 
comprehensive income, qualifying 
minority interest and regulatory 
adjustments 
 

 

CET1  
>4.5% 

 

Additional 
Tier 1 

 

Sum of capital instruments meeting 
the criteria for AT1 and related 
surplus, additional qualifying minority 
interest and regulatory adjustments  
 

 

CET1 + AT1  
> 6% 

 

Tier 2 
(gone concern) 

Sum of capital instruments meeting 
the criteria for Tier 2 and related 
surplus, additional qualifying minority 
interest and regulatory adjustments 
 

 

CET1 + AT1  
+ Tier 2  
> 8% 

 
Source: Replicated from the Financial Stability Institute 

 

CoCos differentiate themselves significantly from other similar instruments such as 

catastrophe bonds (CAT). From an investor standpoint, catastrophe bonds have smaller 

durations, are sizably smaller and much less accessible than the CoCo market. From an insurer 

standpoint, the flexibility of CoCos can be attractive given that they aim to mitigate risk over 

the entirety of a structure and not only on a few specified perils. As an example, catastrophe 

bonds related to California wildfires or the $320m pandemic bonds issued by the World Bank 

in the case of the Covid-19 pandemic have helped mitigate the financial impact of specific 

events (Insurance Information Institute, 2019 / World Bank). Compared to ordinary vanilla 

bonds, CoCos also bear conversion risk and dilution risk on top of credit risk, which 

respectively represent the downside risk of a contingent convertible instrument, and the creation 

of new common equity upon conversion, diluting existing shareholders’ stakes.  
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B. Design structure: trigger and loss absorption mechanism 

Following the surge in popularity and issuance of contingent convertible bonds after the 

financial crisis, researchers have had time to considerably explore the subtleties of this 

relatively new financial instrument and product. Firstly, there is a vast array of literature 

touching upon the base characteristics of contingent convertible bonds, on two main topics: (i) 

their qualitative design, breaking down the structuring and investigating the different design 

features (e.g. Avdjiev et al. (2015) and Flannery (2011), and (ii) their pricing (e.g. Pennacchi 

(2010) and Wilkens & Bethke (2014). Regarding qualitative design of contingent convertible 

bonds, researchers generally focus on the conversion trigger and loss absorption mechanism, 

aiming to better understand how the different variations in structuring maximize the overall risk 

reduction goal of companies issuing them.  

The main purpose of CoCo use in banks’ balance sheet strategy is to provide additional 

liquidity/capital in case of stress. Hence the need for the instruments to (i) provide loss 

absorption capacity preventing bank insolvency, and (ii) to be shielded from speculation. As 

recapped in the tree below, CoCos are generally defined in their design structure by two main 

decisive qualitative characteristics: the trigger and the loss absorption mechanism, whose type 

are represented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: CoCo characteristics 

 

Source: Replicated from Avdjiev et al. (2013) 

CoCo design features

Trigger

Discretionary

Mechanical

Loss absorption 
mechanism

Equity conversion

Principal writedown
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The trigger aims to define the event or precise moment when the loss absorption 

mechanism will be activated, and can be either (i) discretionary, when the supervisor 

autonomously decides to trigger the event at the PONV (point of non-viability) or (ii) 

mechanical, when set calculated limits based on market, book value or regulatory metrics such 

as defined by the bond-specific indenture are breached. It is worth mentioning that only book 

value trigger mechanisms have been implemented in Europe. When the PONV is reached, 

following a regulatory decision of the probable failure of the bank or the decision to proceed to 

a bail-out, AT1 and Tier 2 instruments are converted into equity or written off. 

The higher the conversion trigger, the earlier the trigger is hit and the costlier the CoCo 

for the issuer as loss absorption risk mechanically increases. The Bundesbank noted that as of 

March 2018, 40% of outstanding AT1 bonds were low-trigger CoCos with a 5.125% RWA 

trigger. Even if they are less expensive to issue, given this threshold is lower than the 6% level 

required by the ECB, the theorized prudential benefits of the instruments is put into question. 

CoCo bonds also include a coupon trigger, or Maximum Distributable Amount (MDA) trigger, 

which is higher and more sensitive than the write-down or conversion trigger and can 

theoretically provide leeway to troubled banks before resorting to full loss absorption capacity 

of the instruments. This MDA trigger, restricting a bank’s distributable earnings, was only 

clarified in February 2016 by the ECB in the SSM SREP Methodology: before that, uncertainty 

prevailed among AT1 issuers and investors regarding the trigger calculation methodology 

which resulted in significant sell-offs in the first weeks of 2016, as noted by KPMG’s German 

office. 

These two points regarding low conversion triggers and MDA triggers are key when 

analysing the Banco Popular case: we will argue that these two design specifications in their 

current state are a focal point to the improvement of today’s prudential regulation. 
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The loss absorption mechanism defines if the trigger initiates conversion to equity or  a 

write-down, and the conditions defining this action. Conversion to equity is governed by the 

conversion rate defined by the indenture and gives a measure of the extent of dilution of the 

original bank shareholders, and is generally irreversible once initiated. This a notable difference 

with debt write-downs, where write-ups are theoretically possible. Additional features are also 

specified in the indenture but are not necessarily specific to CoCos, such as the term, issue 

volume, call options and coupon specifications.  

 

C. Design proposals and pricing 

When highlighting specific risks of CoCos, design structuring as well as accuracy of 

their market pricing are some of the most discussed topics by academics. The latter showed its 

importance during the Great Financial Crisis which saw market prices and credit risk hike 

simultaneously under Basel II, which incentivized banks to maximize leverage without ever 

facing collapse (Acharya et al, 2009). The market has gradually warmed up to CoCos since then 

(see figure 3), trusting their reliability and usefulness in a diminished trust environment, as 

confidence in bank stability has risen. While theoretical research on hybrid instruments as risk 

offsetters for the banking industry has been available for some time now, a limited number of 

actual conversion cases actually showcase the effectiveness of these products. 
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Figure 3: AT1 bonds >€250m sold by European banks 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg Quicktake 

 

Years before the financial crisis, Flannery (2002, 2005) already explored the proposition 

of “reverse convertible debentures”, suggesting automatic conversion of these RCDs, should a 

bank’s capital ratio fall below a target threshold. Similarly, Raviv (2004) suggested a debt-for-

equity swap triggered by the fall of a bank’s capital coverage ratio below a pre-specified 

threshold. Earlier, Leland (1994), drawing out a potential optimal capital structure, was actually 

the first to mention “triggers” as possible warning mechanisms leading to remedial regulatory 

action. Culp (2009) assesses specific loss absorption mechanisms in the insurance sector in 

order to frame the developing contingent convertible bond market for banks. Martino (2010) 

suggested a design redefinition of contingent capital products, proposing “countercyclical 

contingent capital” (CCC) incorporating a double macro-prudential and micro-prudential 

trigger as an alternative.  

Skinner and Ioannides (2011) while studying structuring of contingent capital, have 

already compared specificities of contingent convertible bonds to insurance products such as 

catastrophe bonds. Maes and Schoutens (2012), aside from describing pricing strategies from 

equity and credit standpoints, also discussed further aspects on the risk side, discussing the 
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issues of counterparty risk, systemic risk, moral hazard, death spirals and contagion. It is worth 

noting that key risk issues such as death spirals and multiple equilibrium prices have since the 

start been a paramount factor in the exclusion of contingent convertible bonds by many 

regulators, as studied by the Finance Stability Oversight Council mandated by the Dodd-Frank 

Act (2012).  

On the topic of contingent convertible bond pricing, a great deal of variety exists given 

the duality of perspectives (credit/equity) from which they can be analysed. Wilkens and Bethe 

(2013) have divided contingent convertible bonds valuation models in three main subtypes: 

structural models, equity derivatives models and credit derivatives models. Structural models 

are the first main type of model used to model their pricing, with Albul et al. (2010) being one 

of the first papers to build upon historical approaches (Merton, 1974, Black and Cox, 1976, 

Leland, 1994), and Pennacchi (2010) offering a structural credit risk model pricing contingent 

convertible bonds of a bank based on its balance sheet composition. On the other hand, the 

models discussing pricing from the angle of financial derivatives mainly use Monte Carlo 

simulations and stochastic process.  

Beyond the clarification and definition of CoCo bond design and pricing by textbooks 

(such as The Handbook of Hybrid Securities: Convertible Bonds, CoCo bonds and Bail-In 

(2014) by De Spiegeleer, Schoutens and Van Hulle, as well as The Risk Management of 

Contingent Convertible Bonds (2018) by De Spiegeleer, Marquet and Schoutens), it is worth 

mentioning that many papers have proposed theoretical innovations and improvements to the 

design of contingent convertible bonds. Pennacchi, Vermaelen & Wolff (2011) have suggested 

a call option enhanced reversed convertible (COERC), which avoids the “death spiral” issue of 

market-based triggers when manipulation or panic occurs. COERCs also have the indirect effect 

of lowering incentive to investments with significant loss exposure. On another hand, the “debt 

overhang” issue is also addressed as recapitalization from shareholders becomes attractive 
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again. Girolamo (2013) discusses a Contingent Conversion Convertible bond (cococo), which 

combines a vanilla convertible and classic contingent convertible bond, returning upside to the 

investor who can profit from positive stock performance. Corcuera et al. (2013) presents the 

concept Coupon Cancellable CoCos (“coca cocos”), which permit cancellation of traditional 

coupon payments, reducing in turn death spiral risk.  

 

D. Have CoCos reduced bank risk? 

De Spiegeleer, Marquet and Schoutens (2018) underline three main channels of CoCo 

efficiency: the automatic loss absorption characteristic, the creation of appropriate incentives 

and potential tax benefits depending on the country of issuance. Regarding incentives, issuance 

of CoCos as a going concern lowers risk-taking behaviour, as Martynova and Perotti (2015) 

have shown. A conversion CoCo also incentivizes shareholders to manage capital ratios and 

triggers prudently to avoid potential dilution. Following this idea, Haldane (2011) showed the 

potential of paying bonuses in CoCos to further reduce bank risk by a retrospective study: UK 

capital ratios would have increased by 1% if half of the 2000-06 bonuses were paid out in 

contingent convertible debt.  

A commonly mentioned inherent drawback of CoCos are the death spirals, which may 

increase bank stock volatility instead of reducing bank vulnerability. They occur in the case of 

a mechanical trigger when proximity to the threshold drives the fall of bank’s equity: 

speculators can then delta-hedge their position in the bank, in turn pushing equity prices down 

and yielding them share price dilution from conversion, while investors are forced to liquidate 

their position as the stock weakens, driving a self-reinforcing death spiral. At this point in 

history, there remains sizeable doubt on the resistive capacity of CoCos to surges of market 

panic considering their low liquidity, being a niche debt product. Given that the main 

difficulties for the CoCo market have occurred in localized markets such as Italy and Spain, 
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there is relatively little precedent to assess full-scale risk of the instruments. It could seem 

plausible to imagine the occurrence of a slump or flash crashes in markets upon conversion, 

particularly in the case of a regulatory action writing down the AT1 and AT2 capital of multiple 

banks across different regions.  

When assessing the positive impact of CoCos, it is necessary to estimate the 

improvement in loss absorption capacity, while weighing in the potential undesirable side 

effects. These side effects notably include the transmission of risk to other agents such as other 

banks, mutual funds, hedge funds and has already been highlighted in past years as a potentially 

dangerous outcome of CoCos use, which could also be heavily amplified in the case of 

interdependence between banks and cross-ownership of CoCo products. 

It remains interesting to observe that these products are mainly issued by the largest 

financial institutions in the market, mainly well-established banks with some balance sheet 

strength tend to represent the core of CoCo issuance as shown by Avdjiev et al (2017). An 

obvious selection bias stems from noticing the fact that CoCos were mainly issued by high-

quality issuers during the first wave of issuances post-crisis given that these products require a 

floor level of bank quality. This is also linked to the U-shaped relationship that can be derived 

between bank capitalization and propensity to issue CoCo products: high levels of capitalization 

render costly equity-related issuance absurd, while low levels of capitalization advantage debt 

holders in case of such issuance.  

It appears that issuing contingent convertible debt presents a negative correlation with 

CDS spreads for European banks as shown by Avdjiev et (2015) through the study of CoCo 

issuances of 2009 through 2015. Firstly, they reduce the probability of default through a 

thickness increase of the loss-absorption capacity but also probably alteration of the 

shareholders and management’s tolerance to risk. A CoCo with a write-down loss absorption 
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mechanism can also naturally be expected to have a comparatively positive impact on equity 

pricing than conversion to equity given the latter’s potential dilutive impact.  

 

E. A specialised and restricted investment product 

Despite gaining traction over the last decade, CoCos have however remained a restricted 

asset class: in the UK for example, the FCA formalised a ban on the products for 

unsophisticated investors in 2015 after a five-year observation period. The singular complexity 

of the products is a main reason for this exclusion, protecting investors from the enticing appeal 

of high coupons: relatively high potential yields are attractive but they hide niche instruments 

that could appear more opaque and complex, especially pricing-wise. They remain a very 

specific instrument in the market, with stringent requirements from regulators to invest in them, 

being considered “complex products by the FCA in the UK or the AMF in France. The CoCo 

market as a whole has known significant variation in returns, especially with regard to early 

2016 and the heavy volatility related to Deutsche Bank as well as the regulators’ effective role.  

 

Figure 4: Average AT1 spread vs. reference indexes, Q4 2015 to Q1 2017 

 

 
 

Source: De Spiegeleer et al, A Primer on CoCo bonds 
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A paradox regarding CoCos is that banks and insurers appear to be the most adapted 

investors for these products given their deep understanding of the specific risks and pricing of 

the instruments. However, the risk ramifications of cross-ownership are intuitive albeit their 

extent not yet completely understood: at these levels of bank ownership, there is no real material 

hazard as of now.  

 

F. Regulatory considerations 

The European Union’s framework regarding support to banks has evolved significantly 

since the Financial Crisis, with a set of rules now focusing more on helping troubled financial 

institutions. The Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) was adopted in 2014, with 

the Single Resolution Mechanism providing useful tools for bank safeguarding, which were 

used in the Banco Popular case. The main goal behind this shift in regulations is a lesson learned 

from 2009, where authorities seek to avoid bail-outs and shield the taxpayer through 

implementation of tougher general requirements for banks coupled with crisis action tools. First 

off, the SRB will work on a troubled bank (“failing or likely to fail”) by determining if a private 

solution is possible, if it is to be liquidated, or if a resolution is in the public interest. In the 

latter scenario, under BRRD rules, a resolution scheme is adopted, with procedures detailed in 

the figure below.  
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Figure 5: SRB Resolution process 

 
 

Source: https://srb.europa.eu/en/content/what-bank-resolution 

 

State aid is now placed at the very end of a sequence of measures that can help a troubled 

bank, and since 2016, 8% of total liabilities must be bailed in before state funds can come in to 

alleviate the situation. The Banco Popular resolution was the first use of powers of the SRB in 

order to restructure a failing bank ; all other cases since initiation of the SRB in 2015 have been 

treated under national insolvency regulation legislation. Bail-in processes are often politically 

complex situations, given that compromises must be reached in order to choose who will be 

wiped out. Furthermore, regarding their impact on the CoCo market, it is worth noting that bail-

ins may create contagion with regard to cross-ownership between banks, as shown by Bodellini 

(2017). Van Lambalgen (2018) also highlighted that banks in the process of resolution or a bail-

in may face a struggle to obtain crucial funding. 
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III. The Banco Popular resolution 

 
A. Background of the bank  

Banco Popular S.A. (BP) was founded in 1926 and experienced significant growth in 

the ten years of preceding the Great Financial Crisis, quadrupling its total assets to €110bn and 

its profit to €1.05bn as of 2008. It grew through mergers and the consolidation of “Cajas”, while 

expanding internationally in the US, Portugal, France and Mexico. In 2017, before the 

resolution, it stood as the 6th largest bank by assets in Spain with a €147.9bn balance sheet, and 

counting more than ten thousand employees. Recognized as a leader of the small and medium 

business segment in Spain (between 14% and 17% of market share in 2016-17), the bank 

expanded heavily in the real estate sector and more specifically property development before 

the crisis. Management invested strongly in their real estate book in order to develop their asset 

portfolio and catch up with competitors, which subsequently backlashed during the financial 

crisis when loans started to default.  

Despite being affected by the crisis, Banco Popular nonetheless managed to increase 

lending, thanks to its specific customer segment, in order to attempt to compensate their rising 

NPLs, and mergers with Cajas allowed to compensate the recognition of asset impairments 

related to their real estate segment. In November 2010, in a direct response to regulatory 

changes linked to Basel III, Banco Popular announced plans to raise up to €679m through 

compulsory convertible debt, and in 2011, it acquired Banco Pastor through a 6bn merger, a 

Spanish “caja” that had failed a European stress test back in July of 2011. 

The Spanish banking sector consolidated heavily during this immediate post-crisis 

period through absorption of weak banks by the strongest in the sector. The number of Cajas 

was reduced to a third, from 45 in 2008 to 15 in 2012. As a result, the system as a whole became 

increasingly weak, as shown by the Bankia bail-out and nationalisation by the Spanish 

government through a €4.5bn injection. We find here one of the root causes of Popular’s 
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demise: a too large real estate book with metrics that progressively aggravated over the course 

of the years following the financial crisis. 

Popular had to recapitalise €2.36bn by June 2012 in order to comply with new capital 

requirements of European regulation, a target they aimed to reach independently through 

convertible debt and retained earnings. However, the bank failed a stress test conducted by an 

independent report, published in September 2012, revealing a shortcoming of €3.2bn in a 

bearish scenario. This led to Popular announcing their intention to raise new equity at the tune 

of €2.5bn through an emergency issuance, with poor reception by the shareholders whose 

dividends were cut in October. NPLs kept growing through 2013, reaching 14.5% in July 2013, 

up from 9% at the end of 2012, while by comparison its competitors were sitting at much lower 

levels, in a broader weakened context for the whole Spanish banking sector. 

 

Figure 6: NPL ratio of Spanish banks vs EU banks average, 2010 to 2018 

 

Source: BBVA Research 

 

A turning point was the December 2015 Spanish National Election, further nourishing 

Popular’s instability in a context of QE-related low interest rates. The pairing of high NPAs 

and one of the highest NPL ratios in the Spanish market initiated an attempt by Popular’s 
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management to sell 25% of NPAs and collect €8bn. In May 2016, given mounting pressure by 

the ECB, Popular conducted the 3rd capital raise in 4 years, for €2.5bn, or approximately half 

the market value of the bank. At the end of 2016, the bank was also sentenced by a Spanish 

court to reimburse floor clauses to mortgage clients on the basis of consumer protection laws. 

 

B. Crisis and resolution process 

The publication of the 2016 full year results displayed another disappointing year and 

clear signs of financial distress, with €3.5bn losses. The balance sheet was seen as worrying 

and investors were starting to think of the possibility of a corporate transaction. Emilio Saracha 

replaced Angel Ron as chairman, highlighting a market value divided by 20 in 5 years for 

Popular. An audit in April 2017 uncovered that provisions for bad loans were insufficient, 

triggering the departure of CEO Pedro Larena, and Saracho indicated shortly after the need for 

a capital increase and brought up possibility of selling the bank to a competitor. Rating agencies 

proceeded to downgrade the institution, with S&P assessing its stand-alone credit profile at b 

from b+ on April 7, while Popular suspended dividends. 

 

Figure 7: Banco Popular España share price from January 2015 to June 2017. 

 

Source: Factset 
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Banco Popular was essentially facing two issues. The first problem, of a structural 

nature, regarded their falling credit demand coupled with small lending rates, and high NPL 

ratios, along with insufficient provisions. Specifically, their real estate branch presented losses, 

which affected quarterly results, equity performance and capital adequacy ratios (CET1, total 

capital ratios). The second problem, more urgent and worrying, was the customer deposit run 

fuelled by rating downgrades, negative press coverage and worrying announcements by 

management which were driving a breach in confidence and a liquidity crisis. 

 

Figure 8: Market price of Popular’s AT1 8.25% bonds from 06/16 to 06/17 

 

Source: Borse Berlin 

 

In May 2017, EU officials warned that the bank could face liquidation without an 

acquirer: Santander and BBVA were considered potential buyers, given that they were the only 

ones with capacity to absorb €147bn assets, of which 25% (€37bn) were from the toxic real 

estate branch. Banco Popular requested 3.6bn in emergency liquidity assistance (ELA) from 

the Bank of Spain to withstand the deposit outflows, which were used very quickly. The bank 
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run became obvious to supervisors and in the absence of high-quality collateral, further state 

injection was out of the question. 

On the 6th of June 2017, Banco Popular was declared “failing or likely to fail” by the 

ECB as “the significant deterioration of the liquidity, situation of the bank [...] led to a 

determination that the entity would have, in the near future, been unable to pay its debts or other 

liabilities as they fell due”. The ECB then proceeded to notify the SRB, in line with the Single 

Resolution Mechanism (SRM), shifting its responsibility and releasing it of legal competence. 

The SRB asked for an independent valuation by Deloitte, which assessed it at negative €2bn in 

the base scenario, virtually the value of the subordinate debt, and negative €8bn in the stressed 

scenario. 

On the 7th of June 2017, the SRB triggered a resolution, ordering the FROB (Spanish 

Executive Resolution Authority) to proceed with an accelerated sale process, making them 

responsible for the implementation of the resolution. The ordinary shares of the bank and AT1 

capital were written down (from respectively €2bn and €1.34bn), and AT2 capital was 

converted from €684m to equity and then transferred for €1 to Santander, essentially wiping 

out all equity and subordinate debt overnight. The ECB then announced the same day the 

endorsement of the resolution scheme. 

 

C. Direct aftermath on CoCo market 

The resolution allowed the bank to survive while providing continued lending and 

deposit services and was gradually integrated into Santander. No apparent contagion was noted 

to the economy or more specifically the CoCo market: yields for AT1/AT2 CoCos of Bankia 

and Caixabank decreased in the weeks after the resolution. It is worth noting that just before 

the resolution: Caixabank and Bankia were able to issue large volumes of debt at par, showing 

that the market analysed Banco Popular as a singular event. However, smaller banks such as 
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Cajamar and Liberbank faced increased pressure, highlighting investor discrimination between 

different levels of risky banks. 

 
Figure 9: Equity Performance of Spanish banks from 01/17 to 06/17 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

However, significant uncertainty was observed regarding predictability of the resolution 

tool, as investors started to question the causes of the resolution and why other tools such as the 

ECB liquidity fund had not been used. 

 

D. Bondholder claims 

On the 13th of June 2017, a compensation scheme for the bondholders was initiated. In 

the following months, investors filed claims before the SRB appeal panel, which has no 

jurisdiction on SRB decisions. Over 50 legal procedures have been opened with the European 
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General Court against the SRB and the EC, as well as with Spanish and American courts, with 

the SRB receiving close to 3,000 submissions from affected parties, according to the Financial 

Times. Some investors also planned to make claims against the Spanish state through 

international arbitration. The claims and criticisms relate mainly to some key issues such as the 

lack of regulatory transparency, the ongoing ECB supervision (the NY Times reports that 

Popular had successfully passed a stress test in 2016 before the resolution, which forecasted 

6.6% excess capital in an adverse scenario), the SRB comments before the resolution, the 

extreme speed of the decision-making process and specifically the transparency of underlying 

valuation which arrived favourably to a number very close to the value of AT1 and AT2 capital. 

The bank was worth negative 2bn in the SRB’s provisional valuation’s “base case” that was 

made public, almost identical to AT1 and AT2 value, preserving senior debt in the capital 

structure. 

While these claims were unsurprisingly unsuccessful in shedding complete light on the 

regulator’s process, they managed to improve the transparency through the release of 

information on the resolution, challenging the authority and practices of authorities. In February 

2018, documents were released by the SRB, including a recap of the resolution process as well 

as initial valuation reports by Deloitte. The resolution could be considered as “tainted success” 

as described by de Charrette (2018) for the ECB and SRB through the Banco Popular resolution: 

even though it was successful, the amount of litigation generated around confidentiality issues 

was significant and future cases could be the grounds for more claims that could tarnish their 

credibility.  

 

E. Other resolution cases 

The Banco Popular resolution process has differed significantly from other bank cases 

in Europe and provided key data points on both regulatory intervention and bank capital 
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investment to the market. Slovenian banks provided a first example of mandatory burden-

sharing, when in 2013 the Bank of Slovenia decided to write down some equity and hybrid 

bank capital of 5 banks which had capital shortfalls, after being granted authorization by the 

EU to use state aid to alleviate the situation. In Portugal, the split of Banco Espirito Santo into 

Novo Banco and a residual entity by the Bank of Portugal gave rise to significant legal 

challenges in the subsequent years. 

Monte dei Paschi di Sienna Bank in Italy was bailed out in by public funds in 2017 when 

proving unable to purge the bank’s toxic debt through private investors or a corporate 

transaction, highlighting clear limitations of the new prudential toolbox in Europe. Around the 

same time, Banco Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banca were liquidated under national law, 

underlining the difference in treatment of banks based on their level of systemic importance. 
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IV. Research Methodology 

 
A. General approach 

The idiosyncratic crisis that Popular faced had roots lying in a structural solvency 

problem, however given that its rapid handling by the SRB was liquidity-related, reconstructing 

a valuation of the AT1/AT2 or equity of the bank would not yield a sufficiently rich explanation 

to start answering thoroughly the research questions that arose. Some thought was given to the 

construction of a structural model, modifying key assumptions in the valuation of deposits to 

take into account their stickiness and, which in Popular’s case could have been insightful. 

However, this would have relied on heavy assumptions, given the lack of data on this type of 

information, and was therefore considered inadequate. 

Following the study of the academic literature pertaining to the topic of CoCo bond 

investment and EU bank resolution, it appeared clear that an inherent limitation to the collection 

of useful information regarded its very nature. It fundamentally appears to be the property of 

“insiders”, current or former investment professionals either in banks or investment funds who 

deal frequently with these products, as well as certain academics or journalists who have close 

ties with the “insiders”.  

Given the specificity of the case study, focusing on Banco Popular, directly asking 

market participants for answers seemed relevant, validating an interview-based study. From 

this observation, the use of interviews and secondary information sources from the same pool 

of target interviewees (such as fund periodic reports, special releases, public interviews, 

newspaper articles…)  were defined to be the main focus. A more specific constraint in selection 

of potential candidates regarded the fact that understanding the view of the market participants 

themselves and how it has changed relative to the Banco Popular resolution event was key in 

the study. 
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The use of semi-structured interviews seemed to fit the nature of the study well: Qu and 

Dumay (2011) show that their flexibility and accessibility helps to uncover concealed 

information, while the interviewer can also adapt and react in real time to the information that 

is provided (Longhurst, 2003). More specifically, I refer to Creswell and Plano Clark (2006), 

which provide a clear summary of the interview method. 

 

Figure 10: Characteristics of interviews as a data collection method 

 

Source: Creswell and Plano Clark, 2006 

 

B. Data collection procedure 

Preliminary discussions were held with various personal and professional contacts of 

the researcher, working or having worked in the asset management industry or in more broad 

market finance roles. These informal conversations helped validate the relevance of the topic 

as well as define an efficient approach and interview strategy for potential participants in the 
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study in order to collect useful data. They also allowed for the validation of the underlying 

research questions defined for this thesis, narrowing down the focus points in order to construct 

an efficient interview questionnaire. 

Selection of the type of interviewees and data sources was firstly based on their 

immediate or relative proximity to CoCo investment strategies: fund portfolio managers or 

analysts are primary sources, while journalists, company executives, bank employees, 

academics or regulators also constitute a reliable secondary type of source. Given the specific 

nature of the case studied and the possible confidentiality issues related to past or ongoing legal 

procedures, reaching out to law firms seemed to be relatively difficult. Next off, knowledge of 

the Banco Popular resolution through a past investment analysis and choice to invest or not in 

the core capital (equity/AT1/AT2) of the bank was a key secondary factor to consider in order 

to obtain specific event-related information. Cresswell and Plano Clark (2006) estimate a 

satisfactory sample size for such a study to be between 3 and 10, number which should be 

modulated according to the types of respondents interviewed in the study. 

Regarding the creation of an interviewing framework, priority was given to open-ended 

questions allowing for creative discussion: the interviews do not seek to be exhaustive in nature 

with regard to the list of questions but to stimulate the development of ideas and allow the 

interviewer to ask specific follow-up questions, building on thought-provoking primary 

answers. In some cases, straying away from the questionnaire and discussing certain key points 

further proved invaluable to understanding some finer aspects of the research questions. If the 

participant did not have direct background in bank capital investment, questions that were 

specifically addressed to asset management actors were left out.  

When constructing the interview guideline, it was necessary to take into account 

different issues. Given the different profiles of the contributors with various levels of expertise 

on the case, delving immediately into very precise questions on a particular element did not 
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seem appropriate. This justifies the narrowing down of questions as the interview progresses, 

in order to fully grasp their general view, background and experience in order to take it into 

account when using the data collected from them. The general interview guideline was 

constructed to be exhaustive for the study, while staying relatively short, given the time 

constraints of participants who are most often busy professionals. 

Reaching out and directly selecting the participants was done through different forms: 

professional contacts providing information, LinkedIn or direct e-mails from information 

gathered online. An excel spreadsheet was constructed in order to keep track of the different 

potential contributors, their background, firm, and if they had been reached out to or not. 

Priority was given in the contact process to the individuals who had been recommended by 

personal contacts or by other contributors along the way, as well as to the ones who had been 

noticed through their contributions in specific articles (such as the Financial Times) on CoCos 

or the Banco Popular resolution.  

 

C. Exploitation of data in the study 

Regarding contributors, 7 people have been interviewed, with interviews in English and 

French. 6 of the participants work or have previously worked in the European Asset 

Management sector and 1 other is a journalist, covering the financial sector. The project of 

transcribing the full interviews in the thesis was excluded primarily for confidentiality reasons 

in order to preserve the participants, some of them being involved in litigation and others having 

opinions which do not necessarily represent the companies or funds they work for. A secondary 

reason relates to the nature of the discussions, lasting between 30 to 90 minutes, which were at 

times relatively informal and relaxed, which was highly resourceful for gathering interesting 

accounts and point of views. This choice is ultimately positive regarding compliance with the 
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FGV Committee for Ethical Compliance in research involving human beings, assuring the 

privacy of the contributors. 

The different notes collected across the interviews then made it possible to gather the 

collected information and construct structured answers to the initial research questions. The 

convergence of opinions regarding certain topics and divergence on others permitted a rich 

appreciation of the trends at hand in the sector. This also challenged the initial framework that 

the researcher had in mind and led to some adjustments along the way, such as the very last 

part of the results discussion, which was relatively unforeseen before starting the interviews. 

Finally, interpretation was sometimes key when it came to analysing the different interviews 

and delving deeper into some key points that were sometimes brought up and required 

additional individual research. 
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V. Main findings and discussion of the results 

 
A. An old-fashioned bank run 

To investors, the Point of Non-Viability (PONV) still seemed far-off: despite being low, 

the CET1 ratio for both AT1s, high and low trigger, was still above the threshold allowing for 

coupon distribution, and the regulator had allowed the most recent AT1 coupon. One of the 

interviewees namely mentioned that Banco Popular management was also working on a sales 

plan and discussing other LLPs which could have respectively liberated 200 bps of CET1 and 

generated close to €2bn. Hypothetically, conversion of the AT1 bonds, notably the ones with a 

7% CET1 trigger, could have liberated up to €1.25bn of CET1 buffer.  

These considerations show that, preceding the resolution event, the bank was generally 

considered viable, and certain European banks in Greece and Italy showed more concerning 

situations and did not go through SRB resolution. However, retrospective analysis and 

understanding of the situation through justification of the resolution authority showed that 

solvency was not the driving force for the swiftness of the resolution, but the rapidly 

deteriorating liquidity situation, as acknowledged by the SRB and the ECB. 

The bank lost close to €18bn deposits in a few days according to one of the interviewees 

citing the FROB and Spanish Ministry of Finance as sources, and two of the three largest 

Spanish banks saw combined inflows of €1.5bn, which leaves a sizeable gap unexplained. 

Participants explained that some Spanish newspapers (El Boletin, Diario de Avisos, etc.) 

reported that the drastic cash outflow was allegedly the result of public clients such as social 

security (several billion), the Madrid municipality ($1bn), local authorities (Canaries, ~€600m), 

SAREB (Spain’s “bad bank”, €600m). This relates to the idea that institutional investors are 

more reactive in running from banks than retail investors shown by Schiozer et al (2015).  

Another contributor highlighted that when Popular offered €40bn collateral to the Bank 

of Spain in exchange for funding, the latter required a 90% haircut on the collateral, offering 
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only €3.5bn in funding. This situation is all the more unique given that the ECB’s ceiling haircut 

is found to be 65%, and that the bank was apparently initially denied access to the emergency 

liquidity assistance (ELA), a statement already mentioned by De Charrette (2019), which 

contrasts with official statements which tell the bank had limited access to ELA. After being 

provided with close to €7,5bn liquidity (€5bn and €2,5bn) in two days by the ECB, the bank 

was refused additional liquidity the third time and placed into resolution. 

This was the true shock to the market, given that since the aftermath of the financial 

crisis, liquidity is normally not an issue. One contributor highlighted through a research note 

the different measures put into place that normally safeguard banks from liquidity crisis events: 

(i) ECB MRO facilities are now unlimited under condition of available collateral, (ii) novel 

collateral rules permit banks to considerably increase available collateral, (iii) legislative 

change has broadened the range of assets that can collateralize the emission of covered bonds, 

(iv) medium term funding has been significantly increased thanks to LTRO/TLTRO facilities, 

(v) the emergency liquidity assistance (ELA) proved helpful in the past, unblocking €90bn for 

Greek banks, (vi) European commission validated the guarantees on senior bonds granted by 

many EU governments, (vii) harmonization of deposit protection now secures deposits under 

€100k. This broad range of measures explains the fact that the market and possibly some 

unfortunate investors viewed liquidity as a low risk in the case of Banco Popular, which had a 

146% LCR ratio and whose asset base included a sizeable portion of highly liquid government 

bonds. 

 

Generalizing the inference for Banco Popular by the researcher’s own conclusions, this 

liquidity event draws the issue of the metrics used to assess liquidity in banks. In this case, the 

liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) seems inherently flawed by assuming a homogeneous 

withdrawal rate regardless of client type (as institutional investors are known to be a less stable 
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source of funding). Furthermore, the inclusion of a metric defining the share of guaranteed 

deposits could yield beneficial clarity to understand the liquidity risk of a bank. This would be 

a proxy, given that there is no certitude that guaranteed depositors would not pull out their 

funds, however it is rational to assume that such clients would provide a more stable liquidity 

source in an event of crisis. Until this possibly becomes a metric, investors are likely to look 

more attentively at banks that have a lower share of retail clients, and which could therefore be 

subject to large one-off cash outflows.  

 

B. Legal process and valuation 

The extreme speed of the resolution process caught the market off-guard, as the liquidity 

situation seemed to be much worse than what transpired publicly. Sizable investors were 

actually waiting for news from the mandated advisers hired by Banco Popular to study a 

recapitalization or sale. As it apparently turned out, the SRB only invited the stated minimum 

of two banks to the auction and gave them a dozen hours to make a bid, both Spanish entities, 

probably because they already had comprehensive knowledge of Banco Popular, being in a due 

diligence phase. 

Secondly, the estimated valuation of Banco Popular during the resolution process, close 

to negative €2bn, with the valuation released by the SRB, drew considerable amount of surprise 

and criticism given (i) that it was apparently modelled in a few hours by an independent adviser, 

Deloitte, and (ii) that the final number conveniently allowed for the wipe-out of junior creditors. 

Deloitte’s preliminary valuation stops precisely at the point which wipes out the totality of the 

Tier 2 Capital. This led some of the interviewed investors to think that it was rationalized ex 

post, and prompted some in the market to directly accuse the valuation process of having been 

done in reverse. In this scenario, given that a specific buyer, Santander, was ready to pay a 

specific sum for the bank, all AT1 and AT2 were wiped out and the valuation level stopped 
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exactly at the point where there was no need to trigger losses on senior debt. Further debate and 

criticism stemmed from the fact that conversion terms stated in the prospectus of the bonds 

were largely ignored, however it could be argued that regulatory powers override these 

dimensions very clearly. 

One participant namely underlined that the correlation between excess return of CoCos 

and over or underperformance of bank equity to a classic benchmark provided hints regarding 

the nature of the deal which was made in the resolution. He detailed the fact that historically, 

CoCos were naturally correlated with performance of bank equity, with a ratio evolving 

between 20 and 70%, nearly never passing negative, except through the Banco Popular 

resolution event. With AT1 investors having lost as much as equity investors on that day, the 

switch gives off the impression of Santander having done an interesting deal given the weight 

of the two banks in the selected indices and the effect on the ratio constructed by the interviewed 

portfolio manager. 

Despite this criticism of the resolution itself, overall among interviewed investors, 

market reaction to the resolution is viewed as overwhelmingly positive. The Banco Popular 

case was viewed as an idiosyncratic problem specific to the bank, which is highlighted by the 

lack of contagion to other AT1 and even AT2 bonds in the market, including the ones of other 

Spanish banks such as Sabadell, Caixa, BBVA and Santander, as shown by Lana Sabaté & 

Moreno Fonts (2018) and highlighted by the figure below.  
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Figure 11: Contagion from Bank Failures in Europe 
 

 

Source: Bank for International Settlements 

 

On the contrary, one contributor underlined that these banks’ subordinate capital was 

later on considerably more affected by the fears of a referendum in Catalunia than by the failure 

of the country’s 4th largest bank. The non-triggering of systemic risk on the sector was a big 

improvement given that a year prior to the resolution, Deutsche Bank was wreaking unrest on 

the market as many investors were afraid of a missed coupon on the AT1s, and many banks 

were proceeding to capital increases, with much more stress on Italian and Spanish banks. 

 

C. Errors made by investors 

Some investors explained that they decided to not position themselves on Banco Popular 

related to their investment strategy and down-to-earth fundamental analysis, which highlighted 

key issues such as (i) the low-quality asset base of the bank, with continuously degrading NPL 

metrics and (ii) the fact that it was the only bank among its peers suffering a drop in balance 

sheet strength while most of the Spanish banking sector was improving at the time. Among the 
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interviewed participants, those who didn’t invest in the bank underlined their preference for 

high-quality systemic issuers, even at more subordinated levels, given that low-quality issuers 

offer higher yields but at the cost of a large downside. However, one of these contributors had 

also invested in Banco Popular AT2 in the year before the resolution, a stance which was 

explained by concerns related to being overweight or underweight relative to the indexes, in 

order to preserve performance to their benchmark.  

Three contributors also mentioned that given the sheer size of some actors, some had no 

choice but to position themselves on a very wide portion of the market: this is specifically the 

case of Pimco and its GIS Capital Securities fund, the mammoth of subordinate debt on a world 

scale. They were managing around $7bn as of August 2020, and were the biggest holders of 

Banco Popular subordinate debt, holding around $280m of the failed bank’s instruments. This 

also means that given their high proportion of ownership, selling their position was an 

impossible task, especially given the low liquidity of these bonds at the time, with fewer 

specialized funds on the Subordinate Debt segment. Some participants also mentioned the bet 

some funds were making on a possible transaction, which they considered to be “high risk, high 

reward, tremendous downside”. These event-driven funds were led to invest in the failed bank’s 

instruments through the appeal of a sizable upside, should the bank have managed to find a 

potential acquirer without stepping into resolution. 

Regarding the bank itself, competence of Banco Popular’s management through a crisis 

seemed to have been overestimated when taking into consideration the numerous errors 

committed: (i) they announced a sale process very late, and focused only on local buyers 

without including foreign funds and investors, (ii) there was total absence of communication 

strategy apart from reacting to the incoming news – e.g., no investor day took place, (iii) the 

option of a capital increase was at first excluded, and then passively engaged in, which confused 
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institutional investors as to the attractivity of the bank for the market, (iv) management was 

unavailable to AT1 holders, who were told that it was business as usual. 

Finally, investors globally underestimated liquidity risk, mainly taking into account 

previous situations where the deposits were not significantly volatile. Regarding this theme, 

fundamental analysis has significantly evolved since the Banco Popular resolution, concerning 

the appreciation of banks’ liquidity situation. First, this comes through understanding the 

different natures of wholesale and retail liquidity sources, assuming their “stickiness” is not the 

same. A wholesale deposits base is less stable than a retail base. Secondly, as mentioned by two 

contributors, the percentage of the deposit base which is guaranteed by deposit insurance has 

also become important, but its disclosure is not mandatory for banks. The political risk was also 

present, even though public injection was unlikely due to past toxic bailouts. However the fact 

that any kind of liquidity assistance was also off-limits was not a given for investors.  

 

We can theorize from some of these takeaways, that the case of Banco Popular is fully 

tied in its context: the bank faced a difficult idiosyncratic situation while Basel III changes were 

being phased in and capital requirements were progressively increasing. CoCo trigger 

thresholds stand at around 5% for EU banks, and while average capital ratios stood between 3 

and 6% in 2013, the average value is now over 13%. It could seem that CoCos have generally 

become less risky, however some interviewed investors shared their preference of steering clear 

from identified weaker entities, just as Deutsche Bank, whose capital reserves still seem 

inadequate to withhold shocks such as the one caused by the US-imposed $14bn fine over the 

irresponsible mortgage lending (which was then negotiated to $7.2bn). 
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D. Defining an optimal trigger level 

As mentioned earlier, none of Banco Popular’s CoCos had their trigger levels breached 

and the bank got sent directly into resolution as the bank was deemed failed or likely to fail. 

Before the resolution, solvability ratios of the bank stood at around 12% of CET1, so leeway 

was consequential when it came to respecting these ratios. Interviewed participants explained 

that most CoCos issued in Continental Europe over the last years have a low trigger (5.125%), 

but some jurisdictions have higher triggers, such as Denmark, Sweden and Britain. This implies 

that regulators in these jurisdictions consider a breach of a trigger at this level of 5.125% to be 

very unlikely, or in other words, that conversion risk is absent, rendering the instrument useless 

in practice.  

Furthermore, bank dividends were cut this year but AT1 coupons weren’t affected, at 

least not preventively. According to many contributors, we are still tip-toeing on the line where 

they collect an option premium for a risk which banks and regulators are extremely reticent to 

actually use. If they are collecting a premium for a conversion risk despite not being higher in 

AT1 than in AT2, this marginal risk premium can be considered a free lunch: at such low 

cutoffs, CoCos conversion options appear far-out-of-the-money. Participants unanimously 

agreed on the fact that even high trigger CoCos (7% CET1 trigger) are not high enough, 

however a trigger sitting around 9% or 10% would radically modify the analysis, rendering 

conversion risk one of the primary factors to study and placing the options closer to being at 

the money. 

A recurrent idea in the market mentioned by two participants is that when 5.125% will 

be considered too low, it will be replaced by a higher trigger, which will induce the issue of 

“grandfathering” the existing instruments. This was the case in 2016 during the heavy volatility 

on subordinate debt related to the Italian banks and Deutsche Bank, where instruments were 

priced at perpetuity as call probability was deemed low. This led European Regulators to split 
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Pillar 2 requirements into two components. However, another option discussed at the time was 

to consider that the trigger wasn’t 5.125% anymore but 7%, and to tolerate the older structures 

until the first call date. However, these considerations between low and high trigger don’t 

change much, given that trigger levels should go much higher and potentially closer to SREP 

requirements (which are assessed by the regulator depending on a bank’s specific risk profile) 

to be actually perceived as a material risk. Participants felt that if European regulation changed 

the definition of the trigger level, this would probably be welcomed by the market regarding 

older banks which are not explicitly clear on the possibility of calls. This would not impact 

instruments such as UniCredit’s AT1s, which have an automatic clause shifting the trigger up 

to 7% should the level be changed by regulation. 

The debate around trigger levels also revolves around another question: should low 

trigger AT1s be eligible in stress tests? A contributor explained that in the last stress test of the 

ECB, the level was set at 5.5%, which made high trigger instruments eligible and low trigger 

ineligible. This has become part of an arbitrage for banks: either they choose to issue low trigger 

to minimize issuance costs, or others who choose to play by the unsaid rules, and issue high 

trigger CoCos which can be eligible in regulatory or internal stress tests, where they find 

marginal benefit in a capital perspective.  

From this point of view, it seems clear that the debate on the PONV is far from over, 

especially given the apparent flexibility of regulators in the case of a systemic crisis: a 

participant detailed the fact that the European regulator recently informed BNP Paribas that 

with a SREP at 9.7% and a regulatory minimum at 7.5%, the bank could operate between these 

two levels without any fear of a resolution, only coupon suspension. However, banks are still 

operating with some margin above SREP, which shows that from a market viewpoint, the SREP 

is not a PONV, but only the level which would suspend coupons. An AT1 coupon suspension 

occurred on a Bremer Bank, a subsidiary of NDB, however the bank is certainly not systemic. 
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With a coupon suspension event on a systemic bank, it is probable that the market and regulator 

would both panic, which could induce a snowball effect.  

 

E. Value considerations in the subordinate structure 

One participant detailed that the way in which the market assesses the risk perceptions 

of coupons, maturity, subordination for subordinate instruments is such that the marginal value 

of these options evolves over time, depending on what the market is focused on, which distorts 

the relative value of these instruments. The main topic in the subordinate structure regarding 

the Banco Popular case was between the AT1 and AT2: the solvability level which would have 

triggered the AT1 was never breached, and the bank went directly into resolution. From this 

point of view, the consequence in relative value was the same in AT1 and in AT2. 

The resolution led to significant change in the vision of capital structures, given that the 

idea of a higher recovery rate in Tier 2 capital shattered. As a result, contributors observed that 

the Tier 2/Senior Debt spread widened and the AT1/AT2 spread compressed in unreliable 

issuers, given that for subordinate reasons, both levels of additional capital suffered the same 

damage in the Banco Popular resolution. The market was not uniform in its response to the 

resolution, as there was a rapid distinction between issuers in the field, with AT1/AT2 spreads 

either compressing for bad issuers or widening for good issuers. 

Furthermore, a contributor explained that when Non Preferred Senior Debt or Tier 3 

emerged, it was marketed on higher recovery levels and was supposed to price between AT2 

and senior debt, with debate being on the choice of taking into account the probability of default 

or a recovery hypothesis. Generally, subordinate debt investors didn’t systematically make 

assumptions about recovery before the Banco Popular resolution, and by contrast, we are now 

observing use of assumptions where Tier 3 capital has recovery value. This leads to the question 

of the place of Tier 2 in capital structure and its relative value.  
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As a participant pointed out, if many sell-side notes in the wake of the Banco Popular 

resolution suggested that Tier 2 instruments should be priced much closer to Tier 1, it is clear 

that the market seems to have forgotten this today, as AT2s trade much closer to Senior Debt 

than to AT1s today. This mainly stems from the product itself, and its investor base, which is 

different for AT1 and AT2. There are two different reasons to this: (i) Tier 2 Capital are dated 

structures, non-perpetual, which renders them more eligible in investments funds, and (ii) 

coupon payment is compulsory, by contrast to AT1 where they are discretionary. Hence, the 

Tier 1 investor spectrum is much more reduced than for Tier 2, especially regarding bank Tier 

2, which is held by a great number of investment grade funds or insurers. 

 

F. Unrestricting the CoCo investor base 

Banco Popular bondholders have been denied any form of compensation by the SRB 

and other instances, which has prompted funds such as Pimco to take their fight to the US. This 

contrasts heavily with the aftermath of the failed Veneto banks, where retail bondholders have 

been considerably compensated. Ultimately, contributors explain this by the hefty political 

price suffered from letting domestic retail investors incur losses from bank failures – which is 

not an issue when addressing creditors which are international funds, in the case of Popular.  

Many contributors felt that subordinate instruments and “CoCos” are generally seen as 

the devil in the public opinion due to the miscomprehension of the automatic loss absorption 

option related to breach of a CET1 trigger – a highly unlikely event given that regulators will 

always intervene before it occurs. To the majority of participants, this is fundamentally 

hypocritical, given that many retail investors have direct or indirect exposure to bank equity 

and have generally little understanding of the regulatory mechanisms which render it 

fundamentally more risky than AT1/AT2 due to its subordinated nature in the capital structure. 

Another incomprehension resides in the fact highlighted by a contributor, that many French 
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banks push their retail customers to buy “parts sociales” or membership shares, yielding more 

than 2%, which are theoretically subordinated to Tier 1, and which will be the first instruments 

to absorb losses in the capital structure. In practice for the uneducated retail investor, it seems 

that buying equity or HY debt of a risky CCC bank poses no problem while investing in the 

subordinate debt of a stable BB+ bank is restricted, even though conversion risk is close to 0.  

However, there is little doubt that CoCos still remain complicated products to the 

unspecialized retail investor, and are considered as such by the European regulator, which has 

stringent requirements for investors seeking to approach the market. As an example, 

contributors that were institutional investors in France are regulated by the AMF (Autorité des 

Marchés Financiers), which hardened its stance 2 years ago and now requires a complex 

derivatives approval, an independent risk control as well as a counter-valuation program. This 

last point indicates that the regulator assumes that the product is so complex that market prices 

are unreliable, unable to provide an accurate valuation, which may seem counterintuitive, given 

that subordinate debt instruments trading in the market are not generally completely illiquid. 

Hence, participants underlined that the base rationale for the restriction of CoCos rests on the 

asymmetry in risk perception, and the fact it may be subject to wrong comprehension and 

interpretation, being called Fixed Income without truly being Fixed Income. The choice of 

excluding retail investors doesn’t stem from the quantity of risk but the historical assumption 

and occurrence that many of these investors do not properly understand what they are buying. 

Besides this first consideration regarding complexity and risk perception asymmetry, 

contributors made clear that the underlying reason for restricting the investment in CoCos to 

retail investors is mainly political. In the case of a resolution, wiping out the capital of 

unspecialized investors is first off complicated reputation-wise, as when Bankia’s Tier 1 were 

erased in 2011. This was especially the case in Italy in 2015, when the AT1s and AT2s of some 

small Italian banks were written down, leading to the realization that many banks were selling 
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their capital to their own retail banking network with the perspective of ~5% yields. This 

generated considerable public outcry in Italy, with two contributors mentioning the case of a 

pensioner suiciding after losing €100k in the resolution of Banca Etruria, which precipitated 

the political downfall of Matteo Renzi. At the end of the day, for subordinate instruments to 

work correctly, the regulator cannot have any impediments to “press on the button” and activate 

conversion of the products if need arises through a resolution to prevent systemic contagion. 

 

G. Covid: erasing lessons learned from the Banco Popular resolution 

The Banco Popular resolution was viewed as a success by the European regulator, as 

some insiders explained the fact that key executives from the regulatory body considered that 

the principle of resolution had been proven to work. The event can be considered completely 

“textbook” compared to the following instances of resolution, as many interviewed investors 

use its assumptions as a base case for their modelling. Nevertheless, three of them underlined 

the fact that had there not been a direct buyer such as Santander available, causing losses on the 

senior debt, this would have been a troubling situation. Additionally, even though the resolution 

process worked well on the 4th Spanish bank, there’s no saying how well things would go on a 

bigger and more systemic bank. However, a contributor felt that once non-preferred senior debt 

will have finished being escalated in banks’ capital structure, we could potentially see fully 

internal recapitalization resolution regimes being used – not taking into account the political 

and investor reticence to push the button. 

Since the financial crisis, European regulators have deployed a broad toolbox including 

Basel III measures, CoCo implementation, as well as the SRB, greatly toughening their stance 

and punishing under-capitalized banks. Especially in Europe, this had led to greater capital 

requirements for CIBs which has strongly affected competitivity of banks such as Deutsche 

Bank, Barclay’s, BNP, Société Générale at the benefit of the big US investment banks, 
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Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America and JP Morgan which have globally gained 

market share over the last decade.  

However, interview participants strongly felt that European regulators have completely 

changed their stance in the wake of the systemic consequences of COVID. Toughening up on 

banks, negatively affecting their return on equity while simultaneously requiring them to lend 

to the economy during a crisis in a low interest rate environment, is an irresolvable equation. 

Hence, one crucial legislative change resides in the possible suspension of the bail-in rules by 

the European Commission on June 19th 2020, which allows for recapitalization without a bail-

in, which to some interviewed investors, is the absolute antithesis of all European banking 

regulation since the Great Financial Crisis. Not only bail-in rules were suspended but capital 

requirements ratios have been lightened in order to use the banks’ channels to open credit valves 

to the real economy. From a broader viewpoint, this further underlines the fact that internal 

debates surrounding the PONV and the strict application of capital requirement measures are 

far from over. In the context of a systemic crisis, the last issue regulators desire to take care of 

is the occurrence of multiple bank failures related to the breach of regulatory rules, implying 

that the regulatory takeaways from the Banco Popular event are devoid of meaning today. 
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VI. Conclusion 

 
 When introducing this paper, key research questions were underlined regarding the 

impact of the Banco Popular resolution for subordinate debt investors, and the market in 

general. Qualitative interviews with seasoned professionals allowed for collection of specific 

data, which was then used to derive answers and key points surrounding the resolution and 

resulting shift in the application of banking regulation. Despite being a failing bank with weak 

coverage metrics, liquidity was the fundamental factor driving the ECB and SRB to act, placing 

the bank into resolution and acting swiftly as to avoid a contagion to the market. An oversized 

corporate and institutional client deposit base revealed itself far from “sticky” and should 

prompt some debate about LCR calculation, which erroneously assumes a homogeneous 

withdrawal rate across client types. Furthermore, when adding up the contested valuation of 

Banco Popular and market movements observed by participants, we could imply that Santander 

leveraged its position as a suitable buyer to obtain an interesting deal.  

 

 When it comes to explaining the mistake committed by investors exposed to Banco 

Popular, two types of explanations arise: either related to the investment strategy of the funds 

themselves (too large for the market, or merger arbitrage, etc) or to the assessment of the 

idiosyncratic risk of the bank itself (volatile deposits, management competency, political risk). 

Regarding the funds themselves, findings show that some funds could be considered largely 

oversize for the market, having to position themselves on the near-totality of issuances available 

in order to diversify efficiently, while others where betting on a successful corporate 

transaction, which could have hypothetically driven up the price of Banco Popular’s publicly 

traded instruments.  
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 Absence of contagion from the Banco Popular event can be interpreted as the 

subordinate debt market “maturing”, investors differentiating issuers based on their quality and 

using the event to help reprice instruments in the capital structure between AT1 and AT2. This 

is highlighted by the fact that following the resolution, AT1/AT2 spreads compressed for 

weaker issuers and widened for the more reliable banks. Additionally, emergence of Tier 3 with 

positive recovery value draws discussion regarding the value and position of Tier 2 in the capital 

structure. 

 

 Given that Banco Popular was resolved while far beyond its required solvency ratios 

and that cancellable coupons clauses never activated, this draws a debate around the optimal 

trigger level when designing and issuing CoCos. Today, both low (5.125%) and high triggers 

(7%) options seem well out-of-the-money, and regulation is expected to progressively shift 

requirements of these to higher levels in order to be eligible in capital requirements and stress 

tests. However, despite adapting regulatory concerns to the reality of banks’ capital positions, 

it is unlikely that regulators will lift the restrictions of the CoCo investor base. This is the case 

for two reasons: the products are still considered complex and prone to risk perception errors, 

and are also political timebombs: wiping out the investments of retail investors is a risky move, 

such that it may impede regulators from triggering a potentially needed resolution. 

 

 Finally, despite the Banco Popular resolution marking a milestone in the evolution of 

banking regulation and the maturity of the subordinate debt market, it could seem that its 

lessons have now been somewhat forgotten. The ECB’s response to the Covid-19 crisis, shifting 

stance and providing significant leeway for banks regarding capital requirements, is a 

significant contradiction to the resolution event and the evolution of banking regulation over 

the last decade.  
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Appendix 1: Interview Guideline 

 
1. General questions and investment behavior: 

a. Could you present yourself? 
b. What is your background with hybrid instruments? 
c. Have you ever invested or provided recommendations for EU Bank CoCos? 
d. What tools do you use for assessment of opportunities in CoCos? Did you or your 

firm develop some proprietary models? 
e. What characteristics do you look out for risk-wise when analyzing CoCo issuances? 

 
2. Investment in the Banco Popular issuances 

a. Did you invest or consider investing in the Banco Popular equity, AT1/AT2 CoCos, 
or other subordinate/senior debt prior to the resolution? 

b. What was the rationale for investing or not in these issuances? What was or could 
have been the rationale for other investors? 

c. Regardless if you invested or not, retrospectively, what were the possible 
miscalculations of investors? 
 

3. Effect of Banco Popular resolution on investors: 
a. What was your initial reaction to the SRB bail-in decision and CoCo write-down? 
b. Did investor sentiment change following this event? 
c. Do you feel that structuring of the issuances was flawed (for example, with regard 

to the fact cancellable coupons never kicked in) ? 
d. In the light of the rapidly evolving liquidity crisis Banco Popular was facing and the 

limited number of potential acquirers, was a sale to Santander the only option? 
e. This event did not trigger contagion across the CoCo market. What are the reasons 

for this? 
f. Should we consider Banco Popular’s demise a one-time event, that educated the 

CoCo investor base? 
g. The EU instances have rejected the bondholders’ claim. What are your thoughts on 

this decision? 
h. In your opinion, what differed from the other resolution cases? (i.e. Slovenian banks, 

Banco Espirito Santo, Heta Asset Resolution, Piraeus Bank, Monti dei Paschi di 
Sienna, Veneto Banks) 
 

4. Structuring and regulation 
a. Are triggers for CET1 ratios in the majority of issued CoCos too low at 5.125% ? 
b. Are capital adequacy ratios sufficient triggers or should liquidity be assessed more 

directly? 
c. A successful stress test for Banco Popular was conducted a short time before the 

resolution. Are regulators one step behind or was the event an exception? 
 

5. CoCos as an investment product 
a. Should AT1 and AT2 products continue to have such a restricted investor base? 
b. Is there sufficient information for CoCo investors to make rational decisions? 
c. Isn’t there a paradox in allowing retail investors to acquire bank equity, which could 

be considered even more risky or complex than CoCos? 
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6. Wrapping up the interview 
a. Thanking the respondent 
b. Asking if there are any other points which could appear interesting for the case 
c. Offering to share the final thesis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


